
Funeral Flowers 
Price List

Beautiful, seasonal and natural funeral
flowers made with love. Environmentally
friendly and designed with you to reflect

your loved one's life and personality

About me:
Hello my name is Nicola, I am a flower farmer florist, I
grow the cut flowers and foliage I use, so it is all seasonal
and locally grown where possible. All of the tributes are
made with sustainable floristry techniques, no floral
foam or plastics. They are fully compostable and suitable
for natural burial grounds. 

How I work:
Every option can be adapted to your requirements and I
am happy to create something unique just for you. My
style is delicate and natural. Starting with a conversation
about your loved one, tell me about their life and the
things they loved and together we will create the
perfect tribute.

Wreath
Made with a mossed woven
willow ring decorated with
natural seasonal flowers and
foliage and I can include
seasonal plants and bulbs,
which can be planted
afterwards.
medium 50cm £80 
(£110 with plants)
large 70cm £100 
(£150 with plants)



Sheaf
A traditional flat backed bouquet made with cut flowers and foliage, two
or three can be laid on top of each other to create a casket spray. I can
also make a deconstructable option that can be taken apart and shared
with family and friends.

small 50cm £75
medium 70cm £95
large 90cm £130
deconstructable with 3+ bunches 90cm £200



Eco Casket Sprays
A traditional casket spray made with sustainable and compostable
mechanics and seasonal flowers and foliage. I can also include plants to
be planted in memory of your loved one afterwards or make a
deconstructable version with bunches of flowers that can be shared
after the service.
small 90cm £150 (£170 with plants)
medium 120cm £200 (£230 with plants)
large 150cm £250 (£300 with plants)
extra large 180cm £300 (£360 with plants)
shareable casket sprays
medium 100cm 6 bunches to share £230 
large 140cm, 8 bunches to share £300

"Just to say a massive thank you for the 
wonderful flowers you made so beautifully
for my Mum's funeral. They were stunning and 
Mum would have loved them. Everybody 
commented on them after the service, so they 
had the impact I was hoping for. Thank you 
also for being so kind and caring at such a 
difficult time. "



I can also make open heart wreaths, garlands, posies and swags, please ask
for a price. I am also happy to work on a bespoke design, maybe your loved
one had allotment and you would like to use vegetables instead of flowers,
maybe they had a hat they always wore that you would like to be
incorporated. All of the tributes I make are individual and made to reflect
the person's life and loves. Its important to me that I get it right and give
you a better choice that selecting something from a catalogue.

Contact:
Nicola 07515719704
nicola@gentleblooms.co.uk

An example of a fully compostable casket spray, made with plants that the family
planted in their garden in memory of their loved one after the service.



A mossed, bone shaped tribute,
from the dogs.


